Welcome to our third Recruiting Newsletter for 2022/2023
recruiting season. Inside this and other newsletters you will find
information about who we are at ALTIA CENTRAL and what we
have to offer, from our locations to your future, and everything
in-between. We hope it’s helpful and answers some of your
questions. Enjoy.

Area
Spotlight

Takahashi

is a beautiful, suburban castle town about an

hour from Okayama City. Its castle, while small, is one of only
12 original castles still standing in Japan. There are numerous
museums and historical locations too, so it's a great place for
anyone who wants to live among the rich history of Japan.

AC Alumni
Anonymous

- I am a software engineer

Recruiter
Richard Freeman,

_______________

one of our full-time recruiters, is originally from
North Carolina, USA and has been working with
ALTIA CENTRAL since 2016. Like all of our
supervisors, trainers, and recruiting team, he
started as an ALT with ALTIA CENTRAL.
However, Richard has a unique background
working with various tech companies such as
Apple, and has spent time working as a concert
and event photographer. These accumulated
experiences have been a great help enhancing
our recruiting department in areas such as
interviewing, website creation, database
management, and more! Richard has been the
best addition to our team and he is working
closely with our Recruiting Manager to share the
workload and develop new strategies and
materials for finding those dedicated ALTs who
can best serve our schools and children with
purpose and enthusiasm.

_____________

at an application security company called
_____________
Contrast Security; but, just recently accepted
_____________ a
position as a software engineer at the New York Times! Super
excited to start working there!
While working at ALTIA CENTRAL a creative side of me that
had been buried for quite a bit, had been exposed while
developing activities for the kids. I wanted to take things further
and help create/build software that can make an impact on people.
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A Note from our Recruiting Team
Our Recruiting Team is well into the fall
interview season which will continue into
February 2023. We are accepting all applications
in preparation for our next big intake of new
ALTs for April 2023, as well as, accepting
in-country applications for any sudden openings
that may come this fall and winter. All of our
interviews are conducted virtually using Google
Meet. If you are interested in applying, please
visit our Recruiting website for further details
about ALTIA CENTRAL.

